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Possible Worlds
By C. J. A. WOODSIDE, M.B., F.R.C.S.I1, Surgeon to the Hospital
Opening Address, I?oyil Victoria Hospital, WVinter Session, 1943-44
No formula binds me in this so-called opening address, but it is more usual for the
speaker to trace the historical evolution of some part of that, branch of medicine
of which he is a devotee.
Looking back in recent years, I find that this field has been so often cultivated,
albeit by a rotation of crops, that I feel it should lie fallow for a while.
I might, in a popular address, recount the change and progress in my own
subject, in my own time, but again I have been forestalled, for the shelves of the
libraries and the movie screens are richly endowed with the drama and melodrama
of surgeons' lives and doings.
Or if I knew how, I could advise and admonish you in what way you might
shape your lives, so that fame and fortune would be your reward.
Since all these ways are barred to me, I propose to dip into the future, not as
Tennyson wrote, "far as human eye can see, saw a vision of the world and all the
wonders that would be," but only into a probable, practical future.
Whether we like it or not, change is in the air. My world and that of my
colleagues will not be your world, and so it seems worth while to consider the
shape of things to come. True, there is no unanimity about the form which this
should take. At one end of the scale are those who have done well for themselves,
and have grown old in well-doing, and thus find all for the best in this best of
possible worlds. At the other end are those who feel like Omar KhayyAm ~-"Ah,
love, couldst thou and I with Fate conspire to change this sorry scheme of things
entire, would not we shatter it to bits, and then remould it nearer to the heart's
desire." Neither outlook is intelligent, although intelligible.
The present is never static, and the past never negligible. In art, philosophy,
and science, the foundations laid by great men still stand. It has been the self-
seekers, the hoarders of knowledge for their own ends, who have stayed progress.
Between the builders of the pyramids and Epstein, Leonardo da Vinci and
Picasso, Hippocrates and the leaders of modern medicine, the gap is relatively
small.
So destruction of all that has gone before is likely to yield chaos and confusion.
As doctors, we must apply critical analysis to things as they are, and to this
end ask one question:
Does every human being have the best opportunity of "mens sana in corpore
sano," and if ill, the best chance of restoration to health or to amelioration?
To this-there is but one answer-no! Because of this answer, many schemes
are afoot.
State medicine visualises presumably a great army of doctors incorporated in
a civil service, filling innumerable forms, until all the ills of all mankind are solved
by pen and ink or typewriter.
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ESome doctors, seeing their personal interests in private practice threatened,
woul(d like a system of group practice-that is, a congerie of self-styled specialists
groupe(d in little cliques to capture all and sundry victims of ill-health. Others see
in health centres a panacea for all ills.
For the moment, however, let us recall our obvious duties-to prevent ill-health,
to diagnose illness at the earliest possible moment, to treat it effectively and
prevent, if possible, recurrence, and in the last resort, to save suffering for the
mortally afflicted.
Of prevention, straight away it can be saidl that it is in truth largely beyond the
cointrol of doctors as we know them to-day.
WVIhat a man is, was in part determined before he was conceived at all-by, the
genes of his parents, of his grandparents, and so on, perhaps, in fantasy, back
to the genes of that first living protoplasm cast upon the shores of a world :ons old.
It was determinie(d inl his mother's womb, at the time of his emergence therefrom,
bv his earliest dependent years, by his food, his clothitng, and his shelter. It was
(letermined by his surroundlings in youth, his home life, his schooldavs, the climate
of his country, antl, later, by his occupation and his way of life.
I haive triedl to enicompass in a few words, the field of preventive medicine as it
really is. It is a vast territory, and(l bristles with keep out, trespassers prosecuted,
anid private property notices.
Yet the medical profession is glibly- blame(d for doing little to preveent ill-health,
and(i taking little interest in prevention.
Let us, however, survey this property, and estimate its possibilities for
development.
In the matter of heredity, the scope is still limited. True, the fruit fly or the
garden pea can be mated so that the colours, patterns, and qualities of the
offspring can be forecast and attainedl to order. Mice canl be bred immune to
cancer, or liable to it, but the span of life of those fauna and flora is so short that
mnian genierations of these come and go in the lifetime of a man, and so this
salves few\ of the problems of the living.
Eugenists feel that by pickinig atnd choosing, they could breed physically perfect
men and wnomen, but even were we to submit to this abnegation of freedom, far
too little is known of human genetics to guarantee perfection; besides, some
surprising results are obtained from most unpromising material.
Nevertheless, enough is known of a few conditions transmitted through the
parents, to justify a ban on their breeding, thereby saving misery to both the
unhappy offspring and the parents.
Clearly, there is a place for the teaching of genetics in the medical curriculum,
denie(d to it at present.
Of eveni greater importance is the freedom accorcledl to parents infected by
venereal diseases, to reproduce at will. These are among the few conditions which
can be conveyed from mother to child. Happily, often the fretus does not attain
separate life, but wlhn it does, there is the tragedy of a new life marred, disfigured,
perhaps blinded.
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a heritage of disease-or to transmit to another such a scourge.
Compulsory medical examination for all contemplating marriage should be the
rule, and restraint of the infected until rendered non-infective. This would not
entirely eliminate congenital infection; by education, men and women would have
to be taught the duty they owe to their children.
We know all too little of that period lived in intense privacy by embryonic man
in utero. He lives as a parasite on the mother host, and must depend for well-
being, to a great extent, on her. Only by regular examination during pregnancy
can the welfare of both be insured, and then only if this be conducted by trained
and experienced observers. Clearly, this should be the prerogative of the
obstetrician, whose duty it will be to conduct the new member to his seat amongst
his peers.
Mr. Macafee, my predecessor in this address, postulated with great authority
that the time must come when only those with specialised post-graduate training
would preside at this function. This is a view I endorse entirely, and presume it
would include post-natal care.
As a natural corollary, since obstetrics would be outside the work of the general
practitioner, the curriculum would be relieved of this part.of training, and more
time given for other subjects.
It remains true that what the geneticists call "sports" and what you and I call
monsters, and feeble, deformed, and imbecile children will still be born, but if
every mother were ensured of the care of doctors of the calibre of my colleagues
whose province this is, there would be a notable reduction in these tragedies.
The implementing of the Beveridge scheme should further ensure that want and
semi-starvation will never again afflict the mothers of our race-it will not, however,
make all women worthy to bear children: education must play its part, and this
process, like the mills of God, will grind exceeding slow.
There is extant the pathetic belief that a mother's care of her child is an
instinctive matter, but this is by no means so. Not long ago, I was asked to deal
with a hernia in a three-months-old child, the product of a multiparous woman
in comfortable circumstances. Struck by the emaciated and miserable appearance
of this infant, I made inquiries, and found that it was getting the ration of a
patent infant food intended for a three-weeks-old child. A clerical error on the
mother's part, no doubt, but a warning that trained supervision is essential for
these vital months in the life of the infant.
No civilised people should endure the spectacle of children-born into homes and
destined to live in the company of tuberculous, drunken, cruel, or criminal parents.
We cannot tolerate this in a world crying out for children fit to build a better world.
Accommodation must be provided for every victim of tuberculosis in an infective
stage, and compulsion must be applied so that no child whose birthright is health
and happiness, shall lack these because of parental evil or misfortune.
The burden of a mother with a family to care for is no easy one. Sometimes
she must work to augment her income, sometimes she falls ill, and at all times
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Fshe needs relaxation to escape from maternal cares. To meet these needs and free
her from anxiety, cr&ches and nursery schools are imperative to an extent unknown
in this country to-day.
Food, clothing, and shelter have loomed so large in public utterances and
planning for the future, that we may accept it as certainty that none, save through
their own fault, shall lack the means of securing these elemental needs of decent
living.
Even then, much will remain to be done-not alone by teaching the people how
to live decently, but what to eat and why, and also how to prepare and cook food
to the best advantage-an art in which we in this country lag far behind many of
out continental neighbours. Much more stringent control will have to be exercised,
so that all food sold shall be safe and clean, and be what it purports to be.
It is a national disgrace that milk-that most valuable of all foods for the young,
should ever be the source of tubercle or other illness.
The total of illness arising from food deficiencies and unsafe food must be
enormous, and all of it is preventable.
Apart from the intolerable spectacle of the shivering, ragged, and unshod, which
can be attributed to poverty, clothing is dictated by fashion, and, on the whole,
in these (lays this tends. to evolve on sensible lines, although the male lags behind
the female in this respect, being less exhibitionist, a strange contrast to his counter-
parts in the rest of the animal kintgdom.
I can give no figures of the cost to the nation in diseased body and mind, of
bad housing conditions, because it has never been computed; but every doctor who
visits the homes of the people knows it is very great. The destruction of war has
forced upon us rebuilding on an immense scale. It is for us, the guardians of the
people's health in name at least, to see that damp, vermin-ridden, overcrowded
dwellings shall never again house human beings, and that access to sunlight and
air and open spaces, facilities for cleanliness, freedom from smoke and noise, and
safe playgrounds for the children, shall be the natural accompaniment of all future
housing.
Juvenile crime is a bugbear to the whole community-it is ascribed to poverty,
parents, and pictures, but to my mind, education, or rather miseducation, must
be held largely responsible. We can overcome poverty to a great extent, and
incompetent parents to some extent, but education can be remoulded entirely. I
have not time to expand on this enormous subject, save to say that until good
citizenship, a knowledge of life as it is lived, and the development of innate talent
and ability in each individual, is the aim of our educationists, we shall not get the
citizens we deserve. Nor must there be any gap of idleness between school and
work, the natural right and privilege of every man and woman.
Crime and anti-social behaviour at all ages are as much a menace to our social
structure as zymotic disease, which almost alone has been treated preventively by
our profession in realistic fashion. That this is so is because plague, smallpox,
typhus, and so on, have been visible, tangible threats to every human being,
menacing all, whether they lived in castle or in hovel. Fear brought forth the
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with any other disease, by exterminating or counteracting the germs which give
rise to it. Our profession has been painfully deficient in these r6les, and it is for
us to see'that sufficient psychiatrists are trained, who can be trusted to ferret out
the root causes of these human deficiencies, and advise how they shall be eradicated.
It is no less important that every individual be trained and established in that
occupation in life to which he or she is best adapted. The square peg in 'the
round hole is responsible for an appreciable part of the ills with which we have
to contend, and is the basis of many neuroses. We must co-operate with schools
and universities, so that such misfits are eliminated.
Climate has, undoubtedly, a considerable bearing on health. In our own country,
damp and lack of sunlight are malefactors of great potency-rheumatism and the
common cold, to name two alone of the minor ills, although major in their cumula-
tive effect, depend to a great extent on these agents. We cannot control climatic
conditions as yet, but we can counteract them to some extent; by good housing in
the one case, and by increasing the use of ultra-violet light in the other, since there
is considerable evidence that this minimises the liability to colds. The latter was
believed to pay in the Maginot Line of ill repute, and it should repay a hundred-
fold in the domiciles of peace.
Industrial life furnishes us with a considerable proportion of our work-accidents
and occupational diseases. Both employers and employed are responsible, because
of evasion of responsibilities on the oine hand, and ignoring of precautions on
the other.
The great evil is the system whereby the injured are compensated bv capital
sums or paid for idleness followinig injury, and this is true for all injuries, instead
of by restoration to full work or to alternative gainful occupation. It is humane
and proper that none shall know want or destitution for themselves or their families
as a result of mishap or accident, but the present system encourages the disabled
to cherish their disability as a capital asset, or a source of unearned income.
Doctors are briefed by one or other party to the claim, to the detriment of their
scientific impartiality. The courts of law encroach upon hours wh'lich they can ill
spare from their patients.
-Assuredly, the assumption that all injured must be anxious and willing to resume
their rightful place in a world at work, is the only one in keeping with human
dignity. To this end, and to this alone, should doctors be employed, to ensure that
from the time of the accident to maximum recovery, the injured should be under
control directed to this end-it may be full, it may be partial recovery. In either
case, their future must be safeguarded: in the latter case, by employment suitable
for their disability. This can and must be achieved by rehabilitation centres. Thus,
and thus alone, shall we eliminate the degrading degeneration in morale that
follows injury, whilst at the same time stilling the natural anxiety for the future
that besets the injured.
Of man's way of life, assuming he has the wherewithal to endow him with his
needs, I can only say that education is the lighted path-not propaganda by cranks
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of expounding it. The schools, the press, the wireless are theirs, and it is our
professional duty to see that they are used.
The extent to which the public resort to patent medicines and charlatans is a
reproach to education, and a grave danger to health, not because these remedies
in themselves are often harmful, but because effective treatment of serious maladies
is often delayed by their use.
We are handicapped as a profession in making an attack on proprietary medicines,
since the obvious, but untrue, plea is used, that we are jealous of their rivalry,
and also, because their power over the press is enormous, by reason of the vast
sums they spend on advertising.
The simple and scientific answer is that treatment without diagnosis and super-
vision is criminally dangerous to the health of the community, and we must see
that the present malign influence of- quacks and patent medicines is transposed
into useful and worthy channels.
In prevention, these are some of the ways in which you can influence the well-
being of your fellow-citizens, but are we equipped for this Herculean task, this
cleansing of the Augean stables? I beg to doubt it.
For the moment, however, let us consider our other duties-the early diagnosis
andl effective treatment of disease, the prevention of its recurrence.
In the first of these we have three factors-the disease, the patient, and the
doctor.
Many diseases are so insidious in onset that they have advanced appreciably
before they cause recognisable disturbances in the human frame. For a time these
are so trivial that the patient disregards them, or tries various remedies, self-
fancied or recommended by friends, or indeed, by anyone who is not a doctor-
too often he is the last resort. The cult of magic and the witch-doctor still lingers
on. Then there is the fear of the truth that something serious is wrong-the hope
against hope that the worst will not happen. Even then, so complex is the human
body, so obscure the signs, that the physician himself may be at a loss.
It is not easy to find the happy means of education of the lay public, to warn
wvithout alarming, or without creating a body of hypochondriacs, but sensible
propaganda can do much.
Once, however, our advice is sought, let us recognise that no single individual
is endowed with omniscience: that medicine in the sense of the care of the human
bodv and mind is far beyond the powers of any single creature. Only by the closest
team-work of experts in its various branches, can elucidation of the problems of
ill-health be found. Even when the malady is run to earth and checked, we must
seek out the causes and prevent recurrence. In a word, care is not enough. We
must follow up our patients, wherever they go, whatever becomes of them.
Only in this way can we learn the efficacy of treatment, the trend of disease, and
the hopes of prevention. Added to this is the necessity for providing change of
occupation or climate when conditions demand it. Whatever is needful must be
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whom useful work cannot be found.
There will always remain the incurables and the -aged. We lack for them not
the means of succour, but the accommodation. It is a glorious tribute to human
altruism that, on the whole, these have been tenderly cared for by their relatives,
but they are an insufferable burden for the younger economically active generation.
We need for them, not so-called charitable institutions, with all the stigma, and
often horror, attached to this name, but homes where they-particularly the aged
-may live self-respecting lives and enjoy a freedom of activity within their
capacities, and, of course, provision for medical care.
Even death itself is not an end; again and again we in our profession can learn
from it lessons of infinite value to the living, but are handicapped by the repugnance
existing to post-mortem examination. Surely we can hope that education may
overcome this resistance, based not on true religion, but on a complete disregard
of the facts of disintegration in the grave. Here, too, our voices should be raised
in favour of cremation in lieu of the accepted, but insanitary, burial of the dead.
I have asked the question: Are we fitted for the tasks before us? I am certain
that we are not, within the framework of the present.
We must start by selecting candidates for a medical career with especial care,
so that only those with aptitude and enthusiasm are chosen. We need the very
best for our task. Too often now it is a parental desire, rather than an inborn
urge in the individual, that determines the taking up of medicine as a career.
Assuming that school education will make progress in turning out better citizens,
the medical curriculum too needs overhauling-the elimination of much that is dead
wood in relation to its purpose, the excision of much unnecessary academic detail,
earlier contact with the human material, better correlation of the separate sciences,
closer touch with the realities of ill-health and its background and the surroundings
of our patients.
I do not wish to belittle the importance of the ancillary sciences. No branch of
science and no aspect of culture is without its value to medical practice. Cosmic
rays may be the handmaiden of some therapeutist to-morrow, or even the mould
growing on an ancient boot, the paramount weapon against some infective agent.
Yet I have never, in my own practice, nor in observation of that of my colleagues,
seen the technical application of the inflorescence of the rosebud or of the delicate
arrangements of the entrails of the cockroach.
The capacity of the storehouses of memory is limited; let us then not cram them
from year to year with contents that perish after one season, and if remembered at
all in after years, it is with distaste, wholly unworthy of the intrinsic beauty and
fascination of those sciences themselves. Rather let there be a hard central core
of knowledge of the evolution and development of man, and of his reaction to his
surroundings, leaving space for each student to develop his own culture and
special interest.
In this way the present undergraduate course might be shortened, and two post-
graduate years devoted to hospital experience before the doctor would be allowed
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Gto practise independently. In the second of these years the budding physician
slhould have opportunities for seeing how outside general practice is conducted,
accompanying qualified doctors on their visits. After that, if specialisation is
decided upon, at least four or five more years would be spent in acquiring an all-
round knowledge of general medicine or surgery, and also of anatomy, physiology,
pathology, etc. Ihe last year or year and a half of these would be devoted to the
special subject chosen. Of course, I assume that there will be a graduated scale
of salaries for those undergoing training, but much more intensive training there
must be if we are to provide an adequate medical service for the nation.
The Battle of Britain was won not by heroes, but by airmen trained to the
highest pitch for their task. Great heroes they were, but heroism alone would have
availed them and us little.
As to the training grounds, I am convinced that there must be in the future a
great expanision in hospitals or clinics-what they are called matters little. They
will have to be centred so that each serves perhaps a quarter of a million people;
eachl will have its own special dlepartments, and specialisation must inevitably
increase.
We have accepted, without dlemur, specialists in diseases of the eye alone, a
cubic inlch of human anatomy, and thus I foresee that each such hospital will have
units allocated to special regions or pathological conditions-cardio-vascular,
nieurological, gastro-enterological, anid so onl, each with its team of workers. These
hospitals will be the wvorkshops and the offices of general practitioners an(d specialists
alike working in harmony and collaboration.
Obviously, in a region such as Northern Ireland, with its limited population,
certaini highly specialised departments, for example radio-therapy, braini surgery,
thyroid (liseases, would be centralised in the university centre, but whilst each
maini hospital wouldl have its own independence, staffing would be interchangeable
according to needs. Linked with them would be the hospitals of smaller areas,
towns an(l rural dlistricts, staffecl to deal with emergencies of all kinds, and minor
coniditions, but they again would be the foci from which all medical practice would
be conducted. Thev would have their mobile units for all contingencies, and the
services of the larger clinics whein required. Essentially, all medical appointments
would be in the hanids of the practising professioni, and so immune from lay inter-
ference and political influenice, merit and character alone being recognised.
As a corollary, doctors would live lives and enjoy amenities such as are accorded
to other citizens, rather than endure, as most do, the ceaseless toil, the never-
ending xvatch, and homes that are public thoroughfares.
Time marclhes on, and I must (Iraw to a close, leaving much detail to the
imagination, but in conclusion I would say that we of the medical profession, and
allied sciences, and I mean the active practitioners of these, alone are competent
to judge, and capable of assessing the needs of our fellow-men in matters of health.
If we ourselves are as efficient as we ought to be, inspired as we must be by a
love of humanity, then without question it is our right and our (luty to advise the
State, and to demand its co-operation to this end.
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